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                        Support Pierre!

                        	Pierre is a strong advocate for honesty, integrity, freedom and democracy – what is most needed in politics today!
	Pierre is a military veteran who served our country for 20 years.  He joined at the age of 17 and retired at the senior rank of Lieutenant-Colonel
	Pierre understands the economic challenges facing Canadian families, particularly as the father of 5 children and grandfather of 8 grandchildren.  He is committed to cutting taxes, especially the unfair Liberal Carbon Tax, to ensure that his constituents keep more of their own hard-earned money.
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Brian Coburn

Member of Provincial Parliament 1999-2003
Minister of Agriculture and Food

I support his nomination 100%.
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Gerry Ritz

MP, Battlefords-Lloydminster, 1997 – 2017
Minister of Agriculture and Agri-Food

Fantastic MP!
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Kelly Block

MP Carleton Trail - Eagle Creek

A man of integrity and unwavering conviction, he has a solid reputation as a hardworking MP.







Click here to see who is endorsing Pierre!




                
                    
                      
                        Pierre is the only one who can win Glengarry-Prescott-Russell!

                        Pierre has the Experience! He is the only one running in this Nomination race that has 10 years of valuable experience as a Member of Parliament

                        Pierre is a Winner! He is the only one running that has won this riding for Conservatives - in 2006, in 2008 and again in 2011.

                          	Pierre was the first and only federal Conservative to win in the Russell part of the riding since 1882.
	Pierre is the only Conservative candidate since Confederation to have ever won 3 federal elections in a row within the riding
	Pierre is the only Conservative candidate to have ever won an election within the riding by more than 10,000 votes


                        Pierre is strong organizer and solid fundraiser! He has a supporter network across the riding and across Canada.

                        Pierre has a strong, positive reputation! From having served 10 years as an MP, and from having run in the 2016/17 Conservative Leadership Race.

                        Pierre has the respect of GPR voters! He and his team have worked on tens of thousands personal case files in order to help constituents. Pierre’s hard work and success is known and valued by voters and will be critical to earning the votes to win in this next election!

Support Pierre!
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                    Help Pierre Win
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                    Pierre Wants to Hear from You

                  
              


                 
                  
                    
                      
                        Stay in Contact with Pierre

                        Signup to be added to our mailing list, and get all the latest updates from Pierre!
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    Stay Updated!

    Subscribe to Pierre’s mailing list and get the latest updates!
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